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The Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum
Halifax International Airport

P.O. Box 44006
1658 Bedford Highway

Bedford, N.S.
B4A 3X5

Website: http://acam.ednet.ns.ca
E-Mail: acam@ednet.ns.ca

Upcoming Meeting Dates:

Please note that the meeting will begin
at 7:00 pm
Doors opening for social time at 6:30. The
business meeting at the Museum will be
about 45 minutes long.
We will adjourn to IMP for a tour at 8:00
pm.
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r Moving On: From TBM to AT-802

Get a pilot’s perspective of the difference between the TBM Avenger and the AT-802
Photo via Frank MacLoon

New Products for sale in the Gift Shop See page 5 for this months specials!
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The Gift Shop

Moving On to the AT-802
TBM Avenger Profile

Oops!
News Shorts

In the Ait and On the Ground
ID Quiz

and much more!
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Museum Notes
The Museum is now officially open

for another season, however, unlike some
seasons in the past, opening this year
seemed to have many problems and ob-
stacles to overcome at the last minute.
Nevertheless, our very small, yet dedi-
cated group of volunteers managed to get
the doors open on time.
Staffing: One bit of good news for the
Museum this season is that we managed
to get 3 summer students funded through
the HRDC grant program. This has been
a constant struggle for the Museum in that
we really need to have 3 students in or-
der  to have 2 on the premises at any given
time. Last year, ACAM footed the bill
for a third student, which added to our
expenses. This year, we lobbied very hard
to get a third student in our grant pro-
gram and were successful.

We welcome back Jena for a second
season and also welcome Jennifer and  a
third person yet to be named (thanks to
Sean, who was with us until the first of
July). I would like to take a moment and
note the exceptional hard work that our
staff has done in terms of cleaning and
prepping the facility for opening and the
fine job that they have been doing keep-
ing the Museum and grounds looking
great. Well done gang, thank you for your
hard work!
Facility: Getting the facility ready for
opening was more of a challenge then it
has been in the past.

First, we ran into some serious diffi-
culty in getting the water turned on. Don
Hirtle and Barry Rodenhiser, have been
covering this chore for the Museum since
the Province is no longer willing to take
care of the water for us. This year, the
pump broke in the well and was required
to be replaced. A group of volunteers, led
by Don, managed to successfully pull the
260 feet of pipe and replace the water

pump on a cold wet Saturday in May.
Aquaterra Resource Services Limited
provided a pump to the Museum at a sig-
nificantly discounted price. Our thanks
go to those volunteers and Aquaterra for
their generosity.

On the same weekend, we had to re-
place the AC line running under the con-
crete floor to the fire control panel as this
line is now open somehow and we no
longer had AC power to the fire panel.
Barry Rodenhiser took care of this im-
portant job and had the panel inspected
and certified for the season.

A short time later, we ran into a toi-
let problem in the washrooms and found
out that the septic tank needed to be dug
up and pumped. Hilchie Septic Service
gave us a deal on pumping the tank, which
incidentally filled the entire truck that
came to pump out the tank. (The tank is
22’ x 8’ x 3’, a really big tank!) We were
fortunate to locate some old building
plans, which had the tank location on it
as the location that the Province gave us
was off by about 130 feet!

When pumping the tank, we discov-
ered that the line between the building
and the tank is made of old no-corrode
pipe and will need to be replaced in the
future. The tank location was marked
with painted rebar rods for future work.
As part of preventative medicine, the tank
field has been bushwhacked and steps
have been taken to prevent new tree
growth. During the summer, we will be
cleaning the brush off the field and clean-
ing it up to be grassed and mowed in the
future. A big thanks to the 7 volunteers
that have worked on this project so far.

Barry Rodenhiser has completed the
panic bar installation on the front doors
of the building and added a door counter
for more accurate record keeping of our
visitors. The panic bars will improve

building security and emergency exit if
required. Additionally, he also installed
feet on the doors to prop them open in
the warm summer weather, this allowed
us to remove the old yellow iron pigs,
which were staining the concrete. All that
is required to complete the job is a coat
of paint on the doors. Barry found all the
panic hardware at a second hand store and
managed to complete the project for a
tenth of the cost of new materials! Well
done!

Also, as part of cleaning up the front
entrance area, one of the gardens has been
removed and covered in with sod and the
right hand garden has been reduced in
size. Thank you to Councillor Steve
Streatch for providing the Museum with
the sod to do the job. In addition, the
lower garden in front of our road sign is
being seeded and removed as well. I know
that several people have complained that
removing the gardens is not ideal. How-
ever, the Exec. believes that the gardens
have been giving a poor first impression
of the facility as no one was willing to
take them on and keep them in an accept-
able looking state. If our reduced garden
size is still too much of a burden it will
be further reduced next year.

Above: New lawn and fixed up gar-
dens. Below: Cleaned off Septic Field.
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Above: Old “Information” sign that will be removed and replaced
with the words “Aviation Museum” in the next year.

Above: The new road sign, that will be mounted at the bottom of
the Museum drive-way before we close this season. The design
was done by Barry Rodenhiser.

New Bell Boulevard Signage has been approved and is on order
to replace our tired old logo on the highway sign. HRM Tourism has
replaced its signage this season, which has made our 15+ year old
signs look even worse. Thanks to Danny Price for painting the con-
crete that the signs are mounted on and covering in the areas that were
left exposed when HRM removed their old signs. While on the sub-
ject of signage, all of the exterior signs are in the process of being
replaced, including the old INFORMATION sign on the roof. That
sign will say AVIATION MUSEUM in the next year.

New Exhibits and Building Improve-
ments:

A new exhibit about Don McClure
has been developed and added to our lo-
cal aviation heros section. Don visited the
Museum during the CAHS convention
here in Halifax at the first of July and he
has since provided the Museum with
some more photos to fill in the extra space
on the display board in the photo below.

The grade 7 student
group from Leslie Thomas
Junior High have completed
the 2 mannequin cabinets for
the Sabre exhibit. These
were delivered to the Mu-
seum in mid-June. The cabi-
nets were set up beside the
computer cabinet that the
same group built earlier this
year. The wings that attach
the 2 cabinets have yet to be
built and installed.

Above: The new mannequin cabinets
for the Sabre exhibit at the Museum.

This group has also built the 2 dis-
play boards that will mount on the out-
side of each cabinet. These boards have
to have some finish work and painting
done to complete them before they are
installed. Our thanks goes out to the stu-
dents that worken on them and to Dave
McMahon for delivering them.

If Beethoven had been killed in a plane crash at age 22, it would have
changed the history of music... and of aviation.

-Tom Stoppard
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Above: This group of Grade 8 students
from Leslie Thomas Junior High com-
pleted their interactive map of New-
foundland and Labradour in late May.
(See story Page 4 May / June 2003 is-
sue.)

The photo of the students and their
project appeared in the Community
Heros section of the Daily News on
Tuesday June 25th and appeared with
an article on the project in the Bedford
Sackville News on June 26th.

Above: Thanks to Dave McMahon for
delivering the map to the Museum in
time for it to be put on the wall for the
CAHS Convention visit at the begin-
ning of June.

Right: The Tunnel exhibit area has re-
ally improved since our last report. At
this time, the suspended ceiling and
lighting have been completed which
totally changed the feel of the room.
The second map exhibit has been in-
stalled in this area with the first map.
In addition, the September 11th exhibit
has been put back up in this area for
the time being.  Eventually the Septem-
ber 11th exhibit will be removed and
the board will be rebuilt with the raised
sides and rounded corners to match the
map exhibits.

The tunnel exhibit area will have
the walls painted a light ghost grey, the
floor will be painted with a grey
antiskid paint and baseboard will be
installed.

Publicity:
Bruce Paul has been working hard

at raising the public’s awareness of the
Museum. To date this season we have
appeared in the Daily News Photo Fea-
ture section on May 25th, as well as, the
calander section of both the Daily News

 and Chronicle Herald. Also, we have ap-
peared in the Bedford Sackville News and
the Laker calander sections and have
made several appearances in the Coffee
Table News and Flying Cow. If you know
of other publications that we can appear
in for low cost, please let us know.

It is difficult to say what is impos-
sible, for the dream of yesterday is
the hope of today and reality of to-
morrow.

-Robert H. Goddard
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Above: The 434 Squadron photo at
right was donated to the Museum’s 434
Squadron Exhibit by the Halifax Ro-
tary Club. The Rotary Club was the
original Squadron sponser in WWII.

Above:The rudder of the Canso is now
in the process of being doped. This
photo was taken at the beginning of
July. Bill Leeming is making excellent
progress with the fabric work.

Above: Don Hirtle is making good
progress with the re-organization of the
hardware. Most of this section will
need to be relocated prior to the tail
being raised on the Canso.

Member News
Best Wishes on a speedy recovery
to Mike Garvey after his stint in the
hospital. I hear Mike is doing well
and will be back in action soon.

Welcome back to Bob Purdue of
our N.B. Wing who was also out for
health reasons but has since re-
turned to the ranks.

Welcome aboard to our newest
member, Walter Gillies. We look
forward to seeing you out at the
Museum.

Below: Reg Clarke with his Provin-
cial Volunteer Awards. Well Done,
Reg!

New Stock is in the Gift Shop includ-
ing: aviation videos, coasters, clocks,
books and some new family items.

The Gift
Shop

Specials for this
Issue

20%
Off All Models for

Members!
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Moving On:  From TBM Avenger to AT-802 Air Tractor
By Eric Bradley, Chief Pilot, Forest Protection Limited

The Old and the New in formation together, the classic TBM Avenger formates
with the AT-802.

(Photo via Forest Protection Limited)

It now looks like I have made my
last flight in a TBM and I should write a
commentary while the experience is
fresh.  No doubt, over time the sensation
and reality will fade and selective
memory will romanticize and embellish
the experience – perhaps beyond recog-
nition. The anticipation and fantasy I en-
joyed for many years prior to making my
first flights will complement the nostal-
gia and fond memories I will savour from
now on.

For most of my career I lusted after
a seat in the TBM.  Once I attained it,
(against the most improbable odds), I
must say that it was everything I had
hoped for and more.  I was never disap-
pointed with the sensation and thrill of
being a TBM pilot.  On many flights,
alone in the cockpit with the side cano-
pies slid open and the wind and roar a
comfortable distraction, I grinned from
ear to ear and wondered at my good for-
tune.

Even now I cannot remember what
originally inspired me.  When I look at
old photos of the ragged fleet amassed
for budworm spray in the 1970’s, I can’t
fathom the attraction.  I know it was pow-
erful and I was drawn to a very narrow
focus from that point on, but I am amazed
at my reaction then.   I remember that
much later, shortly after my first flights
and secure in the knowledge that I was a
TBM pilot, at last, I experienced feelings
of incongruity.  It was apparent that I had
to realign my goals after achieving that
which I had sought for so long.

I was blessed with 7 seasons flying
the TBM on fire suppression.  I missed
the glory days of budworm spray – per-
haps also much exaggerated from reality
over time.

I spent the 2002 season almost ex-
clusively on the new AT-802 and must
say that, although I was reluctant to leave
the Avenger, I have mentally moved on.
I enjoyed the 802 and soon learned to ap-

preciate the 50 years of technology be-
tween the types.  The turbine engine is a
thrill and never a worry.  The air condi-
tioning, fingertip control (not to mention
the auto pilot), high tech avionics and
comfortable seating made me wish for the
TBM no more.  I found the 802 an hon-
est airplane to fly and work.  I became
more proficient at handling takeoffs,
landings, retardant drops and taxiing and
was noticeably less tired and worn down
after a long day on a fire than I had been
in the Avenger.

As pilots, we are always asked 2
questions these days.  The first is “Why
did FPL retire the TBM’s?” and the sec-
ond is always “Which do you prefer?”.
The answer to the first is not easy.  FPL
was the last operator in the world still
working the TBM.  We have had the larg-
est fleet and have had the most success
with the type using it faithfully for bud-
worm spray and lately for fire bombing
missions long after other jurisdictions
have moved on to bigger and newer types.
The Avenger suited FPL’s needs perfectly

and there was nothing else on the market
that could do the job, especially at the
price we could operate our own fleet. A
fleet that was purchased at  fire sale prices
and maintained with spares from surplus
warehouses all over the world.

It was not reasonable to expect that
FPL would continue with the formula,
however successful, indefinitely.  Main-
tenance was bound  to become a prob-
lem – we were well experienced, with an
enviable record of reliability and dispatch
rate, as well as, stocked with spares – but
there were sure to be limits.  The mission
profile would remain the same, but as
early as 1992, studies were being done
and options explored to carry on into the
future.  There was always the understand-
ing that the TBM’s would not be kept in
service forever.  It was just a question of
when to move on and what the replace-
ment would be – if any.

Most projections allowed a useful
service life for the TBM into the early
2000’s. With the collapse of the budworm
spray program, there was a time when that
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date seemed optimistically practical.  The
fire bombing contract and new mission
added some new factors to the equation,
but no one expected the “aging fleet” to
continue until the last one finally crashed
or was grounded.  There was a desire to
modernize and maintain the same level
of service into the future.

By the millennium year 2000 we had
operated 8 years without a major acci-
dent or lost airframe in the fire bombing
role.  (The incidence of losses during the
budworm spray was at times high al-
though much improved when the FPL/
Woodlands Aviation combination of
ownership and maintenance established
itself in the later years.)  In August 1998,
we had a sudden and catastrophic engine
failure in Tanker #14, which resulted in
a crash landing and total loss of the air-
frame.  The pilot was unhurt.  The re-
placement aircraft, Tanker #17, was
brought on line from storage and  was
last used as a sprayer.  After initial

cant success until the Air Tractor AT-802
was introduced in 1995.  FPL tested one
of the first production models and it was
apparent that the capabilities of the 2
types were comparable.  Other combina-
tions were explored, including larger
types, helicopters and skimmers.  Some
combinations would involve a change in
the NB DNRE initial attack strategy with
long term retardant but every option was
explored.  For a short time, it appeared
that there might be 2 different replace-
ment tankers based on a stretched Ag
plane configuration.  Going back to the
PZL Dromeder M-18 was never consid-
ered a realistic option but the AT-802 and
Thrush 660 both represented increases in
capacity and speed over  the “Camel”, and
appeared to approach the known capa-
bilities of the Avenger.  An effort was
made to test the 2 types, Air Tractor and
Thrush, in a head to head competition for
2001 fire season. However, the demise
of Ayres and cancellation of the 660
project left the AT-802 as the only avail-
able option.

My preference and answer to the sec-
ond question must be taken in context of
leaving the old to take on the new.  The
mystique of the TBM, built up over years
of operation and lore, tolerates no criti-
cism.  The very idea that this idealized
folk hero could be relegated to second
place is not a concept that is allowed be
expressed.  Perhaps if a powerful new
multi-engined tanker had been brought
in to replace the TBM – say a Tracker or
even an A-10 – then the consensus might
have been to let the old go to embrace
the new and move ahead into a brave new
future.  But to almost everyone, the up-
start 802 is nothing more than a reborn
M-18  (perhaps on steroids) but in any
case an apparent step back to our Ag
plane heritage.  The TBM was always a
warbird and the 802 will always be a
spray plane.   “Last year I was an Avenger.
This year I’m a Tractor!”  The unfortu-
nate designation of Air Tractor will mar
the perception of the new tankers for
some time.

3 TBM Avengers make a flyby during the 1998 Mirimichi Air Show.  Tanker 14
was lost 2 months after this photo was taken.  Tanker 14 will eventually be on
display at the N.B. Woodmen’s Museum (See Sept. 2002). Tanker 24 is the air-
craft that ACAM has patterned it’s restoration after.

(Rob MacIlreith, photo)

test flights and positioning, Tanker #17
was also lost due to undetermined engine
failure with the subsequent loss of a sec-
ond airframe.  The pilot was; again, un-
hurt but traumatized by the accident and
retired.

This meant FPL had lost 2 TBM’s in
a few months and a subsequent engine
related problem that didn’t result in a
crash. However, the replacement of the
engine was necessary after major inter-
nal failure, that brought the retirement is-
sue to the forefront.  It became politically
expedient to usher in the retirement of the
Avengers before any more bad PR was
associated with, what appeared to be, an
increasing trend toward headline creat-
ing accidents.  Each time an accident was
reported, attention was drawn to the fact
that these were 50-year-old airplanes and
the last of their type in a modern role.

Even though the process was long
and intensive, the search for a TBM re-
placement didn’t meet with any signifi-
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We have all managed to side step the
answer to the question of which we pre-
fer by protesting the comparison – apples
and oranges.  Or more precisely, the
Avenger  is like a classic Harley Davidson
motorcycle.  The 802 is a late model
Honda Gold Wing.

The TBM is noisy, it vibrates, and
it’s hot and uncomfortable in the harness
and parachute.  It is heavy on the con-
trols, there are no modern amenities and
everything is manually controlled.  It
takes constant attention and constant pi-
loting.  Every power change or airspeed
change requires a trim change.  You de-
velop blisters and calluses from working
the throttle, mixture and tension controls.
It takes 2 hands on the stick to hold a 30-
degree bank in level flight.  You don’t
consider circling more than once with-
out retrimming.   Radio communication
is a challenge trying to overcome the in-
terference from the big radial engine.
Volumes must be turned up full to blast
past the multi-levels of ear protection –
fitted helmet and earplugs needed to keep
engine and airframe noise out.

The AT-802 is none of these things.
It is surprisingly noisy (as I found out
after removing my helmet in cruise flight)
but it’s not the roar of the engine as much
as the vibration of the airframe and side
panels.  The engine whines.  There’s not
much vibration, except that from push-
ing the airframe through the air – I don’t
think it really wants to go that fast…  The
seat is comfortable, there’s no parachute,
and climate control is at your fingertips
with air conditioning, a powerful heater
and vents with infinite settings.  The long
joystick gives excellent mechanical ad-
vantage for very little pressure on the
controls in all flight modes.  Surprisingly,
the trim appears to adjust itself as every
power reduction or flap movement seems
to settle in on the correct airspeed change
with  no trim adjustment.  The aircraft
and powerplant are designed for simplic-
ity and require very little attention or
monitoring in flight.  Everything is so
light and responsive, you have to be care-
ful not to accidentally apply pressure and

TBM Avenger, Tanker 3, performs a fire bombing demonstration at the
Mirimichi Air Show in 1997. Sadly, the roar of the radial engine is already be-
ginning to fade away!

(Rob MacIlreith, Photo)
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cause an inadvertent out of trim condi-
tion. With a slight lean or pressure on the
flight controls, it’s quite easy to come out
of coordinated or level flight without in-
tending.  The turbine engine does not
interfere with the radio communications
and the modern avionics offer more fea-
tures than we can use.

The grin factor, however,  is not there
with the 802.  It is nicely set up and a
pleasure to fly and appears to have no
bad habits.  But it suffers from lack of
style. The TBM turns heads and im-
presses people wherever it goes.  The pi-
lots love the attention and the satisfac-
tion of handling it well, even though it is
a lot of work.  The warbird heritage is
obvious, from the cockpit to the unmis-
takable sound.

So which do I prefer?  I love the
TBM, but it’s gone.  I will take the 802

to retire-
ment, in
all likeli-
hood, and
be grate-
ful for the
m o d e r n
capabili-
ties every
day

build a sound history for itself in the pages
of aviation  folklore, earning the ranking
of a classic aircraft.

The Avenger also served in the RN
and the RCN, the latter operated 125 of
these old reliable aircraft and because
they were a bit tubby and slow, they
gained the nickname of “Turkey” by their
crews. Canada’s Avengers served at
Shearwater and aboard HMCS
Magnificant (21) from 1950 until the last
was retired on June 10th, 1960.

“The Avenger will always be remem-
bered with nostalgia by those who flew
and maintained the aircraft. Reliable,
inexpensive, easy to maintain, robust,
forgiving and an excellent aircraft for day
and night carrier operations, the Avenger
was the best aircraft of its time for Cana-
dian Naval Aviation.

Stuart E. Soward, Hands to
Flying Stations Volume II Pg. 232.
The Avenger, when retired from

military service, found a second career
as a spray aircraft. Most of the Canadian
Naval fleet went onto a busy and boom-
ing civilian career in this field, criss-
crossing the country to where their ser-
vices were required.

New Brunswick is one such area,
where the Avenger was called upon regu-
larly for the Spruce Bud Worm program.
In fact, New Brunswick is where the last
working Avengers can be found with
Forest Protection Ltd. Sure there are other
Avengers in North America with various
Museums and organizations, but no clas-
sic aircraft can outperform the Avenger
at an air display. Seeing the aircraft fire
bombing is exciting for any aviation en-
thusiast. Sadly, the Avenger and its vin-
tage Pratt and Whitney engine is all but
gone from the skies of the Martimes. If
you get the chance to see one this sum-
mer, make sure you take the time to mark
the moment.

The Atlantic Canada Aviation Mu-
seum is very excited about the Avenger
restoration being carried out by our New
Brunswick Wing. We are looking forward
to the day that she comes to the Museum
for public exhibit.

The Grumman TBM Avenger’s roots
sprouted in response to a U.S. Navy con-
test in 1940 for the development of a more
modern torpedo bomber. Grumman was
choosen as the successful designer in
August of 1941 and the types evaluation
was completed in December 1941. With
the attack by the Japenese on Pearl
Harbour, the aircraft was named the
Avenger, a name that the type more then
lived up to by the end of World War II.

The Avenger had its baptism of fire
at the Battle of Midway in June of 1942.
It was ominous beginning when  6 Aveng-
ers of VT-8 set out to attack the Japanese
fleet and 5 of the aircraft were shot down.
The sixth aircraft made it back to Mid-
way with a dead tail gunner, no hydrau-
lics no flaps and only one good main
wheel. The aircraft never flew again.
However, before the war ended the
Avenger would serve in every major Pa-
cific battle, including the sinking of the
mighty Japanese battleship Yamato and
it would be flown by future President
George Bush Sr. The Avenger would

The Grumman
TBM Avenger

Left: FPL Chief Pilot and author Eric
Bradley.

Below: The AT-802 on the FPL Ramp.
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Oops!
Last issue, we ran a new section of pho-
tos called “Oops!” and I received posi-
tive feedback from some of our readers
so here is another photo for your enjoy-
ment. This is a picture of a C-141B

Starlifter (65-9405) which belonged to
the 305th AMW when this accident
occured September 13th, 1997. Appar-
ently, after servicing, the relief valve on
a wing fuel tank had been installed back-

wards resulting in a build-up of pressure
in the wing tank until the tank burst with
explosive results, breaking the main spar
of the wing. The aircraft was subse-
quently written off... “Oops!”

News Shorts:
Northwest Airlines
Officially Launches

Detroit Service
Halifax, N.S. – Northwest Airlines and
its Northwest Airlink affiliate, Mesaba
Aviation, Inc., today officially launched
direct service between its Detroit hub and
Halifax. The new daily Detroit-Halifax
service utilizes the airline’s 69-seat pas-
senger Avro RJ85 regional jet (ARJ). The
ARJ is configured with a 16-seat first
class cabin and 53 coach seats. This con-
figuration makes ARJs the most spacious
regional jet in the industry and the only
regional jet with a first class.

“This flight to Detroit is not only a
great link into a new U.S. destination, but
it is also an ideal connection to the Mid-
west and west coast of the U.S., Asia, and
another option to Europe for our com-
munity,” says Reg Milley, president of
Halifax International Airport Authority.
.

With the start-up of Northwest,
Halifax International Airport now has an
unprecedented 21 passenger airlines, a
three-fold increase in just 18 months

Flights to Detroit, which depart
Halifax at 9:00 a.m., are scheduled to al-
low for convenient connections to over
130 non-stop destinations served by
Northwest worldwide.

“We at Northwest are pleased to of-
fer this nonstop service between Detroit
and Halifax and re-enter these markets
after an absence of some five years,” said
Jim Cron, vice president market planning
and Airlink. “Northwest serves more Ca-
nadian cities than any other U.S. airline
and we are happy to add this service to
our schedule.”

The new nonstop jet service will run
July 1 through until September 30. The
inaugural flight touched down on July 1,
2003. The daily jet flights can be booked
through www.nwa.com, Northwest Air-
lines Reservations at 1-800-225-2525 or

through travel agencies.
Northwest Airlines is the world’s

fourth largest airline with hubs at Detroit,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Memphis, Tokyo
and Amsterdam and more than 1,500
daily departures. With its travel partners,
Northwest serves nearly 750 cities in al-
most 120 countries on six continents.

Halifax International Airport is At-
lantic Canada’s principal full-service air-
port providing passengers and cargo cli-
ents with direct and indirect access across
the country and to strategic locations in
the United States and Europe. The Air-
port welcomes almost three million pas-
sengers per year, placing it as Canada’s
seventh busiest airport.

Halifax International Airport Au-
thority is a dynamic and multi-faceted
aviation enterprise that provides air ac-
cess to the world, facilitates personal and
business connections, and promotes re-
gional economic growth.

Via Karen Sinclair, HIAA.
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ID Quiz
This photo (below) was submitted

by Nigel Service as our March ID Quiz.
This photo  proved to be to challenging
for our readers. The aircraft is a Boeing
767 wing.  As a side note, the photo was
taken landing at Halifax International.
Thanks for the contribution Nigel!

Northwest Airline Avro ARJ.
(Northwest Website, Photo)

This month, the aircraft in question
may not be considered a classic by some,
however, those that have seen her fly
would consider her to be a “spirited per-
former”. The photo was taken at the 1999
Great State of Maine Airshow at NAS

Brunswick. (See photo Above)
Remember in order to qualify for a

correct answer, you must  identify both
the aircraft and the aircraft manufacturer.
Submit your answers to the Editor at:
acam@ednet.ns.ca or by snail mail at the

address on the front cover.
Do you have a photo that you think

may prove to be a challenge for our mem-
bers and readers? Photos can be submit-
ted by e-mail at the above address. Please
scan your photos at 300dpi and 25%.

Aircraft Tracking
On-Line

HIAA now offers aircraft tracking of
commercial flights into YHZ at their
website. Check it out when you get a
chance, it is kind of neat! The website
address is: http://fids.flightview.com/
hthalifax/default.asp?zoom=out

In the Air and On the Ground
Submissions from “The Rock”

Photos By Richard Stoker

Top: US Navy C-40A (737-700) this aircraft replaces the DC-9 in service.
Bottom: Air Labrador has repainted their fleet in a striking blue scheme.
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General Meeting July 24th
@ 7:00 PM

IMP Tour July 24th
@ 8:00 PM

Metro Military Modellers Meeting
August 20th

Upcoming Events
at ACAM

Interested in Advertising
in the

Museum Newsletter?
In an effort to find new ways to gen-
erate additional revenue for the Mu-
seum, we are offering advertising
space in our newsletter. If your in-
terested in placing an advertisement
in our newsletter. Contact the Edi-
tor at: acam@ednet.ns.ca

Prices are listed Per Issue
Business Card Size $10.00

1/4 Page $50.00
1/2 Page $100.00
Full Page $175.00

Full Back Page $200.00

Tour Changed At
Last Minute

Last month our Tour at the new con-
trol tower was cancelled just after our last
newsletter was mailed out. We were very
fortunate to have the folks at the Halifax
International Airport provide us with a
preview of the new observation deck as
a substitute. Thanks to Gina and Karen
for organizing the event and to the duty
manager and project coordinator for
showing us through. It is a must see if
your visiting YHZ.

Letter to the Editor
Sir,
I purchased 133579 at auction last year
from the Crown and am completing her
US civil registration (NX433RD) this
week and hope to fly her again within
days, and for many years after that. I fer-
ried her from CFB Mountainview to
Rockford Illinois for maintenance/certi-
fication last December. Unfortunately fly-
ing her to Canada in the future for air
shows requires a US State Dept license
which it makes it more difficult, though
not an impossible task.
I flew C-130s for the USAF Reserve and
even flew in Maple Flag ten years ago
out of Nameo and Cold Lake and recall
seeing the T-Birds up there. I thought you
might like to know that 133579 will be
well taken care of and flown regularly. I
have attached a photo I took on May 6,
2003 just before a ground test run. I have
nothing but the highest praise for the
maintenance of the aircraft by the Cana-
dian Forces!
Cheers,
Paul Keppeler

CT-133 (133579), which last served
with 434 Squadron at Greenwood
when the squadron was disbanded, has
been sold to an American owner. (See
the Letter to the Editor for more info).
With the difficulty that ACAM has had
in obtaining a T-33, this further dem-
onstrates the need for organizations
such as ours. Here is a perfectly good
Canadian built artifact, being exported
and most likely gone from Canadian
soil for good. It is a shame that our gov-
ernment seems to have forgotten the
importance of  Museums and the edu-
cational opportunities that they pro-
vide for the public. Responsible
governements should be doing every-
thing they can to help Museums, in-
stead of putting up road blocks to those
organizations and then exporting the
artifacts!

President’s Message
From the Desk of Rob MacIlreith

I recently received the above Letter
to the Editor and choose to run it this
month to make a point. ACAM has bid
on a CT-133  and the cost to the Museum
is quite high. Frank MacLoon will be
sending out more information regarding
costs and fundraising in the near future.
My point in running this article, is to re-
mind each of you why our organization
was originally formed. I quote, “many
priceless artifacts have been removed
from Atlantic Canada, never to return. It
was the recognition of this loss that lead
to the formation of our Museum.” The
export of Canadian built aircraft to other
countries, while making it difficult for ac-
credited organizations such as ACAM to
obtain aircraft, for preservation, is wrong.
It is something that we must standup and

remind our government why Museums
exist. In order to do this we must work
together to make our Museum grow and
we must work closely with other Muse-
ums across the country. If you want to
help make sure ACAM remains such an
organization we are going to need your
help. I encourage each of you to find a
way to come out and help at our Museum
as it continues to grow into a World class
facility. “That volunteer we are looking
for is you!” It will take all of our com-
bined talents to reach this goal.

My thanks to Dr. Christie, who has
headed up the effort to get a Silver Star. I
know that it has been quite difficult and
there is a long road left to go. I hope to
see you at the Museum!

Rob


